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ABSTRACT
An essential part of the social media ecosystem is user-generated
comments. However, not all comments are useful to all people
as both authors of comments and readers have different intentions
and perspectives. Consequently, the development of automated
approaches for the ranking of comments and the optimization of
viewers’ interaction experiences are becoming increasingly important. This work proposes an adaptive faceted ranking framework
which enriches comments along multiple semantic facets (e.g., subjectivity, informativeness, and topics), thus enabling users to explore
different facets and select combinations of facets in order to extract
and rank comments that match their interests. A prototype implementation of the framework has been developed which allows us to
evaluate different ranking strategies of the proposed framework. We
find that adaptive faceted ranking shows significant improvements
over prevalent ranking methods which are utilized by many platforms such as YouTube or The Economist. We observe substantial
improvements in user experience when enriching each element of
a comment along multiple explicit semantic facets rather than in a
single topic or subjective facets.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Online social media systems provide commenting features to support
augmentation of social objects — ranging from YouTube videos,
Flickr images, SoundCloud audio fragments to more classic news
articles. Many platforms also (such as Facebook) allow commenting
on any type of media object by embedding some javascript. Good
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comments contribute multiple perspectives and observations, answer questions, form hypotheses, and generally contribute to the
development of the “social media object”. Unfortunately, most comment presentation systems only provide simple temporal streams.
These contain a diversity of focus, usefulness, and quality (with
many comments being abusive or off-topic). Due to the substantial
number of comments, without a mechanism for end-users to unravel
comment streams and identify those likely to be of interest, most
end-users tend to become inundated by the number of comments
and disillusioned by their experience. End-users may even stop their
participation and contributions.
The usual method to provide comment recommendation support
is simply to ask end-users to evaluate contributions by others. This
wisdom-of-the-crowd approach (crowd-based ranking) allows all
users to vote on or rate comments. However, Liu et al. [10] show
that voting is influenced by a number of factors (including the “rich
get richer” phenomenon) that may distort accuracy. An alternative
method has relied on classification to determine the usefulness of
comments, with the training data being a set of majority-agreed
labeled comments [15]. This approach avoids some of the biases
that arise from crowd voting, but removes control from the enduser and thus does not permit individual users to adapt the ranking
according to their preferences.
In this work, we propose and evaluate an adaptive faceted ranking
framework for social media comments that addresses this problem
and allows end users to identify comments of interest to them. We
investigate how to design appropriate faceted ranking strategies for
commenting systems and analyse the impact of different types of
facets on the ranking performance.
This enables comments to be accessed and ordered in multiple
ways rather than in a single topic order [1, 2], which was demonstrated in the past to be more in line with users’ desires and in addition it overcomes the cold-start problem. This framework enables
users to explore different semantic facets and select combinations
of facets in order to rank and extract comments that match their
interests or are relevant to selected facets.
For example, a YouTube video, “Steve Jobs’ 2005 Stanford Commencement Address”1 contains more than 20,000 comments. Authors of the comments have discussed different aspects of Steve
Jobs’s life subjectively and objectively. The commenting system of
YouTube currently provides 20 comments per page using reversechronological ranking or top recommended comments using votes of
the other users (crowd-based ranking). So, if a user is interested to
read informative comments, available ranking features do not satisfy
the information need of the user as many subjective and personal
opinions comments are positioned at the top of these ranking lists.
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UF8uR6Z6KLc
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Instead, our ranking framework proposes a set of semantic facets
such as topics, informativeness, subjective opinions, enabling users
to select combinations of facets to suit users’ needs and rank comments with regard to their interests or relevance to selected facets.
Furthermore, users by exploring various facets can have a better
overview of the content discussed among authors and discover interesting discussions. For example, our framework also recommends
as a type of facet a list of topics discussed among comments such as
“Japan” or “Bill Gates” for the example video. So, users discover that
there are some discussions about Steve Job’s life in Japan and they
can select two facets, “Japan” and “Informative” to read informative
comments related to this topic.
To investigate the utility of our framework, we implemented a
Web-based prototype [11], which enables end-users to interactively
rank comment feeds using adaptive faceted ranking, thus allowing
us to evaluate their experiences. The framework also enables users
to vote whether comments match their interests or are relevant to
their selections of facets to assess the ranking method’s effectiveness.
To investigate our framework, we experimented with two different
classes of media objects – videos and news articles – using comments harvested from the popular online media platforms, YouTube
(youtube.com) and The Economist (economist.com). We investigated two platforms, which are dynamic, deal with large content,
and handle millions of comments, to demonstrate the scalability of
our approach. Then, we present two studies: (1) a study on the effectiveness of adaptive faceted ranking and facet selection strategies
and (2) a study on semantic enrichment and facet extraction from
comments.
Accordingly, this work makes the following contributions:
• It demonstrates operationalisation of usefulness through
strategies based on semantic enrichment and novel facet
extraction and selection from comments.
• It reveals a framework and its building blocks that allow
various faceted ranking strategies for content exploration
of commenting systems, thus leveraging extracted facets to
directly enable end-users to rank social media comments
based on their preferences and interests.
• It presents an evaluation environment to compare the proposed framework with prevalent default methods utilized
by many platforms. It also investigates the effectiveness of
strategies for the selection of different types of facets.
In this work, we present a number of promising findings. We find
that our proposed system shows significant improvements over prevalent default methods utilized by many platforms, such as reversechronological ranking or crowd-based ranking for enabling end-users
to identify comments of interest to them. More precisely, for Economist comments, considering the interestingness dimension, adaptive
faceted ranking reaches an effectiveness level of 0.85 in MAP (Mean
Average Precision), while the standard reverse-chronological ranking and crowd-based ranking only reach 0.40 and 0.50 MAP respectively. For YouTube comments, adaptive faceted ranking reaches
an effectiveness level of 0.71 in MAP, while the standard reversechronological ranking and crowd-based ranking only reach 0.46 and
0.26 MAP respectively. Next, we find that not all types of facets
are equally useful, but instead that effectiveness varies according
to three types of facets selected for this study: Topic-related facets,
Subjective facets, and Objective facets.
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We believe that this is the first study that investigates the effectiveness of different ranking methods on social media comments,
explores appropriate faceted ranking strategies on commenting systems, and proposes different methods to extract various semantic
facets.

2

RELATED WORK

Existing approaches for ranking of user-generated content as typically found in social media systems generally adopt one of three
approaches:
Machine-based ranking approaches Some available approaches
employ machine-learning methods to assess and rank content with
regard to the defined “value”. Siersdorfer et al. [15] and Momeni
et al. [13] propose a classifier for the curation of useful comments
on social media objects such as YouTube videos. A method for
assessing the quality and credibility of a given set of tweets was
proposed by Castillo et al. [4]. However, machine-based approaches
which are trained as classifiers to rank comments are based on a
set of majority-agreed labeled comments. This avoids some of the
biases that emerge due to crowd-based voting, but removes control
from end-users and thus does not permit individual requester to
adapt ranking of comments based on their preferences [12]. This
work proposes an adaptive faceted ranking framework that tackles
this problem and allows end-users to identify comments of interest
to them.
Personalized approaches For postings in micro-blogging platforms (such as Twitter), ranking and filtering methods based on
collaborative filtering techniques are proposed by Hong et al., Das
Sarma et al, and Paek et al. [5, 6, 14]. Furthermore, for posting
in online forums, Lampe et al. [9] recommended that for ranking
comments, patterns recognized by setting filters of users can be used
to minimize the cost of settings for other users. These approaches
provide personalized ranking of content, however they do not enable
end-users to interact with the system and adapt the ranking with
regard to their preferences.
Topic-based browsing approaches Other adaptive ranking solutions have focused on topic-based browsing which groups the comments into coherent topics and creates interfaces that enable users to
browse their feeds more efficiently. Abel et al. [1] propose strategies
for inferring facets and facet values on Twitter by enriching the
semantics of individual Twitter messages. Topic modeling based
methods (both on users and content) feature prominently in this
space. Bernstein et al. [2] propose a browsable tag cloud of all the
topics in a user’s feed, allowing users to more easily find tweets
related to their interests.
However, comments are often very brief and topics discussed
alongside comments are very noisy. Furthermore, as comments have
multiple explicit dimensions (such as language tone, physiological
aspects, etc), grouping them exclusively based on topic results in
a single imperfect faceted ranking does not enable users to rank
comments with regard to other potentially useful facets. We propose
instead that a system that combines higher level features alongside
topic classification is desirable.

3

ADAPTIVE FACETED RANKING

This work proposes a framework for enabling adaptive faceted ranking on comments attached to social media objects (such as comments
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Figure 1: User interface of our developed prototype

on an online video or a news article). Our goal is to help users explore the comment stream by offering facilities to adapt the ranking
of comments on the fly according to users’ preferences.
User-Experience of Adaptive Faceted Ranking: To investigate
the utility of our framework, we built a prototype Web-based interface [11]2 for our proposed ranking framework (Figure 1). With this
prototype, end-users can experience the faceted adaptive ranking of
social media comments and we can evaluate and track the end-users’
interactions. For example, Alice as a user of the system wants to
explore informative comments about Steve Jobs. She pulls up the
interface, sees at the top of the interface (Figure 1-a) a drill-down
list and selects a media object (an online video or news article).
This triggers the system to crawl all comments related to the media
object, enrich each comment along different semantic facets (such as
Subjective Opinion, Informative, and Topics), dynamically extracts a
set of facets for a set of comments, and recommends a list of facets
on the left side of the interface (Figure 1-b). Additionally, in order
to enable users to quickly acquire information about recommended
facets, the system also shows percentages of related comments to
the facet on the media object beside each facet. Alice now sees a list
of facets (topic-based facets at the top and feature-based facets in
the lower part). She explores facets and in addition to “Informative”
facet, she can also see “Nikola Tesla” and other topics as facets.
So, she selects a combination of facets based on her preferences.
This triggers the system to present a ranked list of comments with
2 The development of the backend of the interface uses the REST style, permitting the interface to be

easily integrated in any social media platform.

high informative scores related to Steve Jobs on the right side of
the interface (Figure 1 part-c). Also, the framework provides the
conversation thread of each comment to Alice, helping her to understand the context of a comment. Finally, Alice can browse ranked
comments and vote whether the comments match her interests and
are relevant to her selection of facets (Figure 1 part-d).
For this prototype, three types of facets were implemented: Topicrelated facets, topics discussed within comments on a media object.
Subjective facets, such as comments with subjective tone, highly
affective language, offensive and anger oriented, and sad oriented.
Objective facets, such as informative, video timestamp, and religion referenced. Table 2 shows an overview of a set of semantic
facets developed for this prototype and Table 4 shows some examples of comments for different facets. Related works on available
approaches for analyzing free-text user-generated content in social
media encourage the usage of these facets. Table 2 shows related
work for each facet.
It should be noted that the set of facets explored in this work
comprises a minimum set which demonstrates the effectiveness of
using adaptive faceted ranking. However, it is not necessarily a
complete set of useful facets. Some facets we developed include
emotional facets such as “Subjective opinion” and “Affective” or ideological beliefs such as “Religious referenced”, but other emotional
facets such as anxiety or other ideological beliefs such as political
orientation would be worth considering. Furthermore, we designed
the presentation of facets as simple check boxes, our goal being to
analyse the effectiveness of faceted ranking rather than design of the
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Feature
Text Statistics
Punctuation Marks
#Named Entities
NE Types Variety
Readability
Psychological Characteristics
Term Conformity
Linkage Variety
Subjectivity Tone

Description
#Words, #Verbs, #Adjective, #Adverb, average length of sentences
#Punctuation marks
#Named Entities
#Distinct types of named entities
How difficult it is to parse the comment using Gunning’s Fog Index
psychological dimensions of content of comment relies on the LIWC Scores[16]:
Swear, Sadness, Anger, Anxiety, Religion, Positive Sentiment, and Negative Sentiment scores
Distance between terms, t, of a comment, c, compared to other comments on the same
media object, calculated using:Σt ∈c t f id f (t, c )
#Hyperlinks in a comment
Measures the subjectivity degree of a comment. The Subjectivity Lexicon [18] is used
to calculate subjectivity.

Table 1: Overview of basic features
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Facet
Subjective
opinion
Offensive and
angry
Sad

Subjective Facets (SF)
Represents direct score of the “Subjectivity Tone” feature (Encouraged Wagner et al. [17]).
Calculated using average values of “Anger” and “Swear” features (Encouraged by Momeni et
al. [13]).
Calculated using average values of “Sadness” and “Negative emotion” features (Encouraged by Wagner et al.et al. [17]).
Calculated using

Affective
Informativeness

Religious referenced
Video timestamp

Topic

facets. Nevertheless, we believe that different designs and orderings
of facets may have a significant impact on the user interaction and
experience, although this investigation is beyond the scope of this
work.
System Architecture:
The proposed framework consists of four main components:
1. Semantic Enrichment Component: As comments do not explicitly feature facets, this component enriches each comment along
a set of semantic facets. It first extracts a set of basic features considering the text of the comment (such as text statistics, subjectivity
tone, etc) and using some lexicons. Table 1 shows an overview of a
set of basic features. Second, it enriches each comment along various
semantic facets. As shown in Table 2, proposed facets by framework
are categorized into three broad types of facets. We developed facets
using three methods: (1) Representing direct value of basic features,
extracted from texts of comments (such as “Subjective opinion” or
“Religious referenced”). (2) Calculating a synthesis value of some basic features’ values (such as “Offensive and Anger oriented”, which
is calculated using average values of “Anger” and “Swear” features)
(3) Assessing a value, exploiting trained classification models and
basic features based on standard classification approaches (for example, “Informative” facet uses the logistic regression classifier and a
subset of basic features). As the classification model for the trained
facet is developed using binary classes (whether a comment is informative or not), we used prediction confidence scores for ranking
comments. Considering topic-related facet - by experimenting with
a number of topic labelling approaches (see Study 2), we found that
named entities are useful proxies for the topics of the comments.
2. Facet Extraction and Selection Component: It is important to
recommend the user most important and relevant set of facets, therefore this component operates on semantically enriched comments,
extracts a set of facets, selects a list of proposed facets dynamically,
and recommends the list of selected facets to the user. For example
if a set of comments contains 100 topics as facets and some topics
are relevant to only a very small set of comments (only relevant
to 2 comments), then this component does not recommend these
topics as facets. For a dynamic selection of facets, we chose Greedy
Count a core algorithm. The algorithm ranks the facets for selection
according to the number of top-n comments in the ranked result list
and is similar to the Most Frequent heuristic selection used by [8].
3. Ranking Component: This component enables an individual
user to explore proposed facets and select a combination of facets and
then it ranks comments accordingly. For every ranking, the system
returns a count of how many matching comments were tagged with
each value within each combination of facet. Multiple selections of

Description

#Positive emotion+#Negative emotion
(Encouraged by Castillo et al. [4]
#Words

Objective Facets (OF)
The extent to which an author provides useful information. Exploits a trained classification model
using “Readability”, “#Named Entities”, “Linkage Variety”, “Subjectivity Tone”, and “’Term Conformity” features (Encouraged dby Momeni et al. [13])).
The extent to which an author employs religion-oriented words such as “mosque” or “church”. Represents direct score of the “Religion” feature (Encouraged by Momeni et al. [13]).
Particular facet for video. The extent to which a comment points to a part of a video. Extracting entities related to time using extracted named entities and NE-related features (Encouraged by Momeni
et al. [13]).
Topic Facets (TF)
A multi facet which shows various topics discussed among comments using extracted named entities
and NE-related features (Encouraged by Bernstein et al. [2])

Table 2: Overview of our samples proposed facets.

facets are treated as an ‘and’ rather than an ‘or’. This means that
the values of facets are combined conjunctively for the ranking of
comments.
4. Feedback Collector: The goal of this component is to enable
end-users to provide implicit and explicit feedback. This feedback
facilitates the evaluation of different strategies related to various
facet types. Implicit activities of users in the system such as exploration and selection of facets can be used as implicit feedback,
and, furthermore, the system provides users with the chance to vote
(explicit feedback) if a comment is “relevant” and/or “interesting”.
We have used these two scores to capture both the specific relevance
of the comments to the facets and users’ interests. This framing,
we believe, is more interpretable from end-users’ perspectives (as
compared to “usefulness”) and is also more nuanced than an upor down- vote or simple score. Notably, a relevant comment is not
necessarily interesting (and vice versa).

4

EXPERIMENTS

We now turn to evaluation of the framework. Specifically, our first
study investigates answers to the following two questions: How
well does adaptive faceted ranking compare to the prevalent ranking
methods, such as reverse-chronological or crowd-based ranking?
Which type of facets perform best in the ranking process and what
are effective strategies for selecting and building facets? The second study evaluates particular aspects of the proposed framework
such as: How accurate is semantic enrichment and facet extraction?
Considering the topics discussed within comments as one type of
facet, which topic-identification algorithm is most appropriate for
comments?
Datasets: We investigate our experiments on two datasets from
real-world comments harvested from the popular online media platforms, YouTube and The Economist. These provide free-text comments on different types of media objects (videos and news articles)
from a variety of people with different backgrounds and intentions.
Dataset 1-YouTube Dataset: The YouTube dataset was provided
by Momeni et al. [13] and extended by this work for the evaluation
of the proposed ranking framework with two prevalent ranking methods: reverse-chronological and crowd-based ranking. The history
timeline provided by About.com was used to identify popular topics
of different time periods. Examples of topics are the “Irish civil war”
and “1936 Olympics” as events,“old New York” and “old Edinburgh”
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as places, and “Neil Armstrong” and “Princess Diana” as people.
Next, via the YouTube API a search was conducted with each of
these topics. Those videos with the highest number of comments or a
high number of views (and at least 100 comments) were selected. In
total, 308 videos were included in this data set. From those, 91, 778
comments were crawled. For each video, the latest 1, 000 comments
were crawled by using the reverse-chronological option offered by
the YouTube API, permitting an evaluation of the effectiveness of
reverse-chronological ranking. Furthermore, in this work, the top 50
crowd-based comments were crawled for each video by using the
“Top Comments” option offered by the YouTube user-interface.
Dataset 2-Economist Dataset: For the second dataset, a set of
comments occurring on the GD (“Daily Chart”) of the The Economist platform between November 2011 to October 2013 were
collected [7], resulting in a dataset of 15,870 comments across 546
posts containing one or more comments. GD is a publicly accessible blog that is part of The Economist online. Each workday the
blog publishes “charts, maps and infographics”, which are mostly
static but sometimes include interactive visualisations. Posts also include a one or two paragraph text article contextualising the graphic.
Collected comments are pseudoanonymous and appear below the
visualisation in paged blocks of twenty. Comments are sorted in
reverse chronological order by default, but we also collected the
order of comments using recommendation scores, provided by the
platform itself.

4.1

Study 1: Effectiveness of Adaptive Faceted
Ranking Strategies

In this study, we conducted a laboratory study in order to, firstly,
evaluate the effectiveness of the faceted framework and, secondly,
investigate the effectiveness of strategies for the selection of different types of facets. We gave users a short period of time to explore
a comment feed using three different ranking interfaces, and then
asked them to provide us feedback. In this study, beside our approach
( Adaptive Faceted, AF) we consider two popular default ranking
methods: (1) Reverse-Chronological (RC): This method orders
comments according to the time of posting (e.g., called “Newest
first” by YouTube), and (2) Crowd-Based (CB): This method ranks
comments by enabling each user to vote and judge the contributions
of others, such as thumbs-up/thumbs-down or voting style. Accordingly, the platforms rank comments using these votes (e.g., called
“Top Comments” by YouTube).
Participants: We recruited study participants from two large universities (names omitted for anonymity) by distributing calls for
participation through internal science mailing lists. From the respondents, we randomly selected 45 subjects. Participant ages ranged
from 20 to 57 with a median of 29. 26 subjects are students and 19
are other professionals such as administrative staff, lecturers, etc.
Participants received a gift voucher as renumeration for evaluating
the system.
Method: The study utilized a within-subjects design to directly
compare adaptive faceted ranking to the prevalent ranking methods.
To ensure that any observed differences were due to the propose
interface and not to nuances of layout or colouring, users in same interface saw ranked list of comment using reverse-chronological and
crowd-based methods. Participants received an online instruction
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page. They were asked to perform the following steps: (1) Use a
prototype developed for this study (see Figure1) to select a title from
a list of 30 YouTube videos or 30 Economist GDs. We restricted
the media to 30 to ensure that each media was approximately the
same length and quality. The participants then chose and watched
a video or read a GD article. (2) Use the prototype to retrieve a
ranked list of the top 30 comments for a video or a GD based on
reverse-chronological order and vote on each comment. (3) Use
the prototype to retrieve a ranked list of the top 30 comments for
a video or a news article based on crowd-based order (these were
the top ranked comments highlighted by YouTube or recommended
by The Economist) and vote on each comment. (4) Use the prototype to retrieve a ranked list of the top 30 comments for the same
video in accordance with their preferences by selecting combinations of facets and topics and vote on each comment. Participants
were given 5 minutes in each step. In the facet-based ranking, each
comment is voted along two dimensions: (1) Interestingness: If
it contains interesting content for user personally and not necessarily for other users. (2) Relevance: If it contains relevant content
to user’s selected facets and topics. It is important to note that in
our setting relevance is a meaningless concept without selecting a
particular facet. Therefore, in the chronological and crowd-based
ranking modes, only the interestingness is rated. This is due to the
fact that a comment is only considered relevant when it is relevant
to the selected facets of the user. For example, when a user selects
the subjectivity facet, in our experiment, the relevant comments are
comments with higher subjectivity tone, but they are not necessarily
relevant to the topic of the video. Additionally, we also explained
that the comment does not necessarily have to be directly relevant to
the video content.
We restricted the size of the ranked list of comments to 30 in
order to minimize judgment fatigue. Additionally, due to the fact
that different combinations of facets result in various numbers of
comments, we excluded all rankings which resulted in less than three
comments (76 rankings out of 462 rankings). For example, if particular combinations for a video result in only one comment which is
relevant, then MAP and P@10 are given the value of 1. This result
would have skewed our evaluation and for this reason we omitted
those instances. Finally, in order to determine the type or types of
facets that are most effective, we asked our study participants to
explore different combinations of facets:
• TF: selecting combinations of only topic facets.
• SF: selecting combinations of only subjective facets.
• OF: selecting combinations of only objective facets.
• Any: any combination of facets.
To measure the effectiveness of the different facets, we rely on
standard information retrieval effectiveness measures: Mean Average Precision (MAP) as well as Precision at 10 and 20 documents
respectively (P@{10,20}). With these measures, we consider the
use case that a user is interested in finding many relevant and interesting comments for each facet selection. While P@k is a set-based
measure, MAP takes the ranking of relevant/interesting items into
account as well.
Results: Figure 2 shows the effectiveness of the faceted ranking
compared to the prevalent ranking methods. In total, participants
votes on 462 ranking lists (375 for YouTube dataset and 87 for Economist dataset). When considering the first default ranking method,
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Figure 2: Comparison of the effectiveness of the adaptive faceted (AF)
ranking to two prevalent ranking methods: Reverse-Chronological
(RC) and Crowd-based (CB)
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Figure 3: Comparison of effectiveness of different strategies for the
selection of different types of facets. Values sorted by MAP values in
decreasing order, therefore legends are different.

the reverse-chronological ranking, the measures indicate that this
ranking is at least partially effective for both platforms (MAP of .46
and .41 for YouTube and Economist respectively). Approximately
half of the comments retrieved are interesting to the users. Furthermore, in consideration of the second ranking method, crowd-based
ranking, the effectiveness measures indicate that the effectiveness
of this ranking type is associated with the culture of the platform.
It is less effective compared to the reverse-chronological ranking
for the YouTube dataset, while it is more effective than reversechronological ranking for the Economist dataset (MAP of .26 and
.51 for YouTube and Economist respectively). Approximately one
third of the comments retrieved for YouTube set and half of the comments retrieved for Economist set are determined to be interesting to
the users. In contrast, in the ranking of comments retrieved with our
adaptive faceted ranking strategy, approximately every two out of
three results are deemed to be interesting for both platforms (MAP
of .71 and .85 for YouTube and Economist respectively). Thus, overall we have shown that the adaptive faceted ranking method yields
considerable improvements in terms of effectiveness compared to
prevalent ranking methods.

Figure 3 shows the effectiveness of combinations of different
types of facets. We observe that the combinations which exploit
topic and objective facets (OF+TF) considerably outperform other
combinations with respect to interestingness (MAP of .87 and .92 for
YouTube and Economist respectively). However, the other strategy
which exploits topic and subjective facets (SF+TF) performs only
slightly worse (MAP of .75 and .90 for YouTube and Economist
respectively). In particular, we observe that combinations which
exploit topic facets (TF, OF+TF, and SF+TF) perform better than
combinations without topic facets (SF+OF, SF, and OF), while two
combinations which take into consideration subjective facets (SF,
OF+SF) perform considerably lower than other combinations. The
worst performing strategy is using only subjective facets. This is
due to the fact that among faceted rankings based on subjective
facets, most of rankings were based on “Offensive and angry” facet.
Therefore, most of ranked comments were off-topic and vague and
consequently users have less personal interest about these comments.
Nevertheless, such a facet can assist the moderators of platforms to
filter and extract off-topics and vague comments. The results are
similar when considering relevance instead of interestingness. Also
for the relevance dimension, we observe that the combination which
exploits topic and objective facets (OF+TF) considerably outperform
other combinations (MAP of .87 and .96 for YouTube and Economist
respectively) and combinations which exploit topic facets perform
better than combinations without topic facets.
While these results are useful for an initial analysis, a statistical
analysis is required to draw more confident conclusions about how
the effectiveness of strategies differs.
For each dataset we considered 3 sets: (1) all positive and negative interesting votes collected for the faceted ranking results, (2)
all positive and negative interesting votes collected for the reversechronological ranking results, and (3) all positive and negative interesting votes collected for the crowd-based ranking results. Then
we applied 2 Pearson’s Chi-squared tests (1) between the first and
second sets, and (2) between the first and third sets. The results of
this study (shown in the top part of Table 3 indicate that adaptive
faceted ranking is statistically significantly different from reversechronological ranking (RC) and crowd-based (CB) ranking. These
results confirm our hypothesis which proposed that faceted ranking
would outperform the two other ranking methods. Furthermore, we
also present the mean and standard deviation values of positive votes
on comments for different facets to help understand the magnitude
and direction of the differences.
Additionally, we applied Pearson’s Chi-squared tests between
sets related to different adaptive faceted rankings with varying combinations of types of facets. More precisely, we applied a test for
each set related to each combination of facets and the set related
to all types of facets (without taking into consideration the type of
facets). The results of this study (shown in the lower part of Table 3)
indicate that the adaptive faceted rankings which use a combination
of topic-related facets and objective facets are statistically significantly different from the faceted ranking with other combinations of
facets. These results confirm that the combination of objective and
topic facets is more effective when compared with combinations of
other types of facets. Furthermore, it is indicated that the adaptive
faceted rankings, which use a combination of only subjective facets,
are statistically significantly different from the faceted ranking with
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Ranking

YouTube

Economist

X2

Mean

STD

X2

Mean

STD

RC
CB

25.26**
90.58**

12.2
8

5.7
2.2

105.4**
103.8**

10.15
10.38

7.65
7.55

AF (OF+TF)
AF (SF+TF)
AF (OF+SF)
AF (TF)
AF (SF)
AF (OF)
AF

68.07*
4.591
2.358
0.056
49.25*
5.787
–

21.8
16.7
12
14.9
11
15
14.6

7.8
8.4
3.6
7.8
6.6
7.8
8.0

5.575*
0.046
0.002
1.401
42.27*
0.021
–

25.9
18.5
14
19.6
12
20
21.33

8.6
7.3
5.7
8.5
4.6
7.3
8.7
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Facet
Subjective

Full agreement
“One
of
the
greatest speeches i’ve ever
eared..GRAZIE Steve”

Informative

“Austria and Hungry was a
major ally of Germany. They
helped the Germans annihilate the russian army.”
“Such an awful thing to happen to such a peaceful and
talented man :( R.I.P John
Lennon.”

Affective

Moderate agreement
‘Diana died, Barry manakee died, Kanga tryon died in
the same year as Diana, the driver of the white fiat
died,......everyone had a connection with the tampax. I wonder what will happen if Kate crosses him”
“No, the allies started this mess, it was their incompetence
that led to ww2, if they were not so damn hard on Germany
there wouldn’t be a mad man like Hitler coming to power”
“If there was one thing everyone involved in the war could
agree on, it’s that they did not like Versailles.”

Table 3: The results of statistical significance tests. Adaptive faceted

Table 4: Examples of comments that achieved full vs. moderate an-

ranking strategy (AF) is compared to the reverse-chronological (RC)
and crowd-based (CB) ranking (upper part), and to different strategies
for selecting facets (lower part). All rows for which there is sufficient
evidence (p < 0.0001) that the two predicted samples come from different distributions are marked with “**” and (p < 0.01) are marked with
“*”. The mean and standard deviation of different ranking strategies
are shown on the right.

notator agreement. The three facets shown are those with the lowest
inter-annotator agreement.

all types of different combinations of facets. This result confirms
that a combination of only subjective facets is less effective when
compared with combinations of other types of facets.
Our results demonstrate that combinations of different facets perform better than faceted rankings which use only one type of facet,
such as subjective facets or topics alone. We can also conclude
that topic-related facets are very important to a successful ranking
strategy, in terms of both relevance and degree of interest. Nevertheless, different combinations of objective or subjective facets
with topic facets perform slightly better and are more effective when
comments do not explicitly represent a specific topic. In addition,
objective facets are more desirable than subjective facets or topics
alone.Therefore, we suggest that objective and topic facets be given
more attention for adaptive faceted ranking by designers of such a
system. Also, users should be made aware of objective and topic
facets in higher positions of a facet order.
Although adaptive faceted ranking outperformed crowd-based
and reverse-chronological ranking methods, we believe that chronological ranking is still useful for users with particular tasks in mind.
Therefore, we suggest that chronological ordering may be designed
and developed as one of the facets to be suggested to users. Considering crowd-based ranking, the effectiveness of this method is
influenced by the culture of the platform. For platforms with productive and constructive communities and discussions, such as The
Economist, this ranking is useful and is worth designing as a type of
facet.

4.2

Study 2: Semantic Enrichment Performance

As the results of the first study are influenced by the performance of
facets, this study investigates a particular aspect of the framework,
that is the evaluation of the performance of the semantic enrichment
component.
First part of this study evaluates the performance of the subjective and objective facets and, in addition, describes the process of
developing the Informativeness classification model. Second part
investigates effectiveness of different topic-labelling approaches for
topic facets.

4.2.1 Evaluation of Subjective and Objective Facets: Crowdsourced annotated comment In order to create a training set and
evaluate the accuracy of our semantic enrichment approach, we
created a ground truth dataset by annotating a subset of the comments. Specifically, for ten randomly selected media objects, 100
comments were randomly chosen (thus in total 1, 000 comments).
The comments were annotated with respect to Informative, Subjectivity, Affect, Offensiveness, Video Timestamp, Sadness, Offensive
and Anger, and Religious referenced. For the annotation process,
we relied on crowdsourcing and employed workers via Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk3 platform. To ensure worker quality and attention,
workers had to answer two objective questions per task (“1-What is
the first word of the comment?” and “2-Select 1-4 keywords that
represent the most important terms in the comment”). The answers
to these questions can be computed automatically. Those who did
not answer the quality questions satisfactorily were excluded from
further participation. Additionally, workers had to provide binary
judgments for each of the seven facets listed above. Thus, overall nine questions (including two honey pot questions) had to be
answered by each worker for each comment.
Having collected three judgments per comment, we first determine the inter-rater agreement for each facet based on Fleiss’ Kappa.
The results are shown on the left side of the Table 5. The agreement
is close to perfect for the Video Timestamp facet. This is not surprising, considering the unique syntax of a timestamp. The agreement
is also high for Offensive and Angry comments while workers had
most difficulty to agree on Subjective, Informative and Affective
comments. Examples of comments labelled with these facets (with
high and low agreement) are shown in Table 4. Overall, we consider
a Kappa above .65 for all facets. Comments were labeled along
different facets based on majority agreement (when two out of three
coders agreed).
Training setup of informative classification model: “Informative” facet exploits a trained classification model. This part reports
how we trained this classifier. For training the informative classifier,
we selected a balanced set of 400 informative comments and 400
NOT informative comments from our crowdsourcing-based annotated comments. Only comments for which at least two out of three
coders agreed were selected. We investigated the performance of
two classifier models, logistic regression and Naive Bayes. Classifiers were trained using combinations of basic features described
above (see Table1). Best performance is achieved by using a subset
3 https://www.mturk.com/mturk/
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Facet

Agreement

Video Timestamp
Subjectivity
Sad
Religious referenced
Offensive and Angry
Affective
Informative

0.97
0.67
0.78
0.76
0.79
0.75
0.70

Precision

Recall

F1

0.91
0.95
0.78
0.58
0.66
0.92
0.86

0.91
0.98
0.65
0.88
0.90
0.91
0.61

0.91
0.97
0.71
0.70
0.76
0.92
0.71

Table 5: Overview of enrichment performance across all facets ordered by their accuracy. Second column shows coders’ inter-agreement
for each proposed facet based on Fleiss’ Kappa.

of features (“Readability”, “#Named Entities”, “Linkage Variety”,
“Subjectivity Tone”, and “Term Conformity”) and the logistic regression classifier (.86 precision , .61 recall, and .71 F1). To determine
influential features, in addition to interpreting the statistically significant coefficients of the best performing logistic regression model
(using all sets of features), we also ranked the best performing features according to their Information Gain Ratio (IGR).
Results: semantic enrichment performance The performance of
our semantic enrichment approach is shown in Table 5. We measure
the performance of our semantic enrichment approach by Precision,
Recall, and F1 for each facet. It is evident that our approach is highly
effective for a number of facets. We are able to achieve a high F1
score, coupled with high precision and recall for enrichment related
to the facets Subjectivity, Affective, and Video timestamp. However,
the enrichment of facets Informativeness, Religious referenced, Sad,
Offensive and angry proves to be more difficult. This difference in
enrichment performance is a reflection of the difficulties that the
human annotators experienced with the task.
4.2.2 Evaluation of Topic-based Facets. Topic labels of
comments can be used to provide coherent topical facets. However,
topics discussed alongside comments are very noisy due to their
short nature. Therefore, exploring performance of different topic
labeling approaches for selecting the most appropriate approach is
useful. In this study, we empirically evaluate three topic labeling
approaches:
1. TF-IDF based on Unigrams: The unigrams with the highest
TF-IDF score were utilized. This approach does not require external
resources and it is not computationally expensive.
2. Entity-Based: The Named Entities (NEs) appearing in a comment are considered to be indicators of the topics the comment
discusses. They are ranked in order of their frequency of occurrence.
For the extraction of NEs, we employed the semantic enrichment
service AlchemyAPI 4 .
3. Topic Modeling (LDA): Finally, we experimented with statistical topic modeling, in particular Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[3]. An LDA model was trained by aggregating all comments on a
media object and inferring the topic distribution from this aggregate
(the following standard hyper-parameters were used: α = 50/T ,
β = 0.01 and T = 1000). From the proposed topics produced, the
comment was labeled with the term carrying the highest weight.
Crowdsourcing-based evaluation In order to evaluate the three
approaches, we randomly picked 1, 000 of our available comments
and presented the comments along with their extracted topic labels
to Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. For example for a comment:
4 http://www.ibm.com/watson/alchemy-api.html
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“For my money Mullen is the Tony Hawk of technical street skating. he
pretty much invented it. First on a freestyle board, and then went on
to make normal sized boards his bitch.”, three label topics “Board”,
“TONY HAWK”, and “Matter” were extracted using TF-IDF based,
Named entity based, and LDA based respectively. Or for a comment
“i lie. sometime i speak of the truth. Every lie and truth has a plan
and meaning. ” , two label topics “Lie”, “War” were extracted
using TF-IDF based and LDA based, as comment does not contain
any named entity. Each worker was shown a comment and a proposed topic label (selected from one of our three approaches). The
workers had to answer three questions about the comment — two
questions regarding quality (the same quality questions used in our
crowdsourcing-based annotating phase in feature-based evaluation
to put off MTurk spammers.) and one question regarding the relevance of the topic label to the comment. In this setup, we make
use of binary relevance assessments. Thus, for each of the 1, 000
comments we generated three topic recommendations and collected
three worker judgments for each pair of topic label and comment.
Results: topic labeling For the purposes of this study, the outcomes are binary. When considering comments with one or more
Named Entities (among 1, 000 comments only 420 comments contain
Named Entities), the error rate is 3.85% for Entity based, 26.93%
for TF-IDF based, and 69.67% LDA based topic labeling. For comments without Named Entities (67% of the comments), the TF-IDF
based topic labeling outperforms the LDA based (the error rate is
28.78% for TF-IDF based and is 71.63% for LDA based). We find
that the LDA Analysis generally does not provide meaningful topic
terms. Also, providing interpretable descriptions for topic models
is a difficult problem. These results show that for the problem of
extracting a relevant topic label from a comment, the Entity-Based
approach performs better than the investigated alternatives for those
comments when Named Entities occur. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that NER tools are not perfect - extracted Named Entities
can be ambiguous and their disambiguation sometimes goes wrong,
especially in short texts. This is a limitation for the topic extraction
approach based on NEs. Consequently, additional fine tuning is
required when relying on Named Entities such as topic proxies.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, using semantic enrichment in a novel adaptive faceted
ranking framework results in a set of semantic facets, enabling
adaptive ranking of social comments for end-users. Our experimental results demonstrate that adaptive faceted ranking outperforms
other prevalent ranking methods and users can easily find interesting comments based on their preferences. Adaptive faceted ranking
combining various types of facets outperforms faceted ranking based
on a single type of facet. Also, the type of the facet influences the
effectiveness of ranking results, that is objective facets are more effective than subjective or topic facets. In the future, we will explore
the use of personalized ordering of facets and ranking strategies to
further improve the interestingness and relevancy to individual users.
This exploration will require further work in user modelling, model
similarity, and facet selection optimisation. Finally, different designs
and orderings of facets may also have a significant impact on users’
interactions with the system and the results achieved, and these are
aspects which we will also explore further.
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